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Executive Summary

This document comprises the final report on the IST Integrated Project TrustCoM - “A trust 
and contract management framework enabling secure collaborative business processing in 
on-demand created, self-managed, scalable, and highly dynamic virtual organisations”.

The TrustCoM project has developed a framework for trust, security, and contract 
management for secure, collaborative business processing and resource sharing in 
dynamically-evolving virtual organisations. The framework incorporates the conceptual 
models required to understand the issues involved, an architecture to manage the risks 
that arise from business collaborations, and profiles of standards defining the subsets 
which interoperate, and proposing extensions where required.  Legal analyses of the 
issues relating to contracts for virtual organizations, and the management of the business 
throughout its lifecycle have been incorporated into the framework along with social 
science and economic analysis of the trust judgments of the actors involved, and the best 
practice in supplier qualification analysis to select the collaborating partners. The service 
oriented architecture implemented as web services incorporating recent standards for 
security and trust has been produced in a reference implementation.

Two demonstrators have been implemented and evaluated to show the user and business 
benefits to the supply chain management of large organisations operating their own 
collaboration infrastructure, and to consortia of small organisations hosted by a trusted 
third party network service provider. 

Many of the project results are available as open source software, some are already 
available in commercial products, while consortium member organizations plan to exploit 
others in future products and services which will have a significant impact on the ability of 
European companies to collaborate to provide the large value propositions that they need 
to compete in the global marketplace.

The project started in February 2004 and ended in May 2007.
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List of Abbreviations
API – application programming interface is a source code interface that an operating system or library 
provides to support requests for services to be made of it by computer programs. 

BPEL – business process execution language is a business process modeling language that is executable.

CDL – choreography description language - a choreography model describes a collaboration between a 
collection of services in order to achieve a common goal.

CE – Collaborative Engineering aims at providing concepts, technologies and solutions for product 
development in dispersed engineering teams.

GVOA - General Virtual Organization Agreement is the TrustCoM contract that binds together the VO 
members to achieve their common objective, it includes the usual legal contract clauses, with those which 
state the business process, the expected quality of service, the access controls, the expected reputations of 
the partners and the conditions and actions to take effect if agreed levels of these are breached are 
represented in both natural language and XML representations incl. eContracts, WS-Agreement, WSLA, 
SAML, XACML, Ponder2.

eContracts – In April 2007 OASIS published the eContracts V1 XML Schema to describe the generic 
hierarchical structure of a wide range of legal contract documents.

HPC – high performance computing is a class of large scale computing used in science and engineering.

IPR – Intellectual property rights is an umbrella term for various legal entitlements which attach to certain 
names, written and recorded media, and inventions.

IT – information technology is "the study, design, development, implementation, support or management of 
computer-based information systems, particularly software applications and computer hardware."

Kerberos—The Kerberos model relies on communication with the Key Distribution Center (KDC) to broker 
trust between parties by issuing symmetric keys encrypted for both parties and "introducing" them to one 
another. The Web services model, again, builds upon the core model with security token services brokering 
trust by issuing security tokens with encrypted symmetric keys and encrypted testaments.

PDP – policy decision PDP is a component of policy-based management. The PEP will give the PDP the job 
of deciding whether or not to authorize the user based on the description of the user's attributes.

PEP – policy enforcement point point is the logical entity or place on a server that makes admission control 
and policy decisions in response to a request from a user wanting to access a resource on a computer or 
network server.

PKI— At a high level, the PKI model involves certificate authorities issuing certificates with public asymmetric 
keys and authorities which assert properties other than key ownership (for example, attribute authorities). 
Owners of such certificates may use the associated keys to express a variety of claims, including identity. 
The Web services security model supports security token services issuing security tokens using public 
asymmetric keys. PKI is used here in the broadest sense and does not assume any particular hierarchy or 
model.

Ponder2 - combines a general-purpose object management system with a Domain Service, Obligation Policy 
Interpreter, Command Interpreter and Authorisation Enforcement. The Obligation Policy Interpreter handles 
Event, Condition, Action rules (ECA).

QoS – Quality of service is a measure of performance that can be monitored.

SAML - Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is an XML standard for exchanging authentication and 
authorization data between security domains, that is, between an identity provider (a producer of assertions) 
and a service provider (a consumer of assertions).

SLA – Service level agreement is an agreement between a service provider and a service user on the quality 
of service (QoS) to be provided and expected.
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SME – small to medium sized enterprises which are organisations of less that about 400 staff who constitute 
about 97% of enterprises in Europe.

SOA – service oriented architecture is an architectural style that guides all aspects of creating and using 
business processes, packaged as services, throughout their lifecycle, as well as defining and provisioning the 
IT infrastructure that allows different applications to exchange data and participate in business processes 
regardless of the operating systems or programming languages underlying those applications.

SOAP - SOAP is a protocol for exchanging XML-based messages over computer networks, normally using 
HTTP/HTTPS. SOAP forms the foundation layer of the Web services stack, providing a basic messaging 
framework upon which abstract layers can be built.

SSL - the Secure Socket Layer can provide simple point-to-point integrity and confidentiality for a message. 
This is used in B2C web applications operating through web pages, and is often represented to the user by 
some form of padlock icon.

STS – secure token service is a service that issues or authenticates signed security tokens as  security 
tokens that contain a set of related claims (assertions) cryptographically endorsed by an issuer. The Web 
services security model supports security token services issuing signed security tokens using X.509 public-
key certificates and Kerberos service tickets

UML – universal modelling language is a general-purpose modeling language that includes a graphical 
notation used to create an abstract model of a system,

VO – virtual organisation is an organization existing as a corporate, not-for-profit, educational, or otherwise 
productive entity that does not have a central geographical location and exists solely through 
telecommunication tools. It comprises a set of (legally) independent organizations that share resources and 
skills to achieve its mission / goal.

WS* - web service specifications of which there are many at different stages of standardisation. They provide
technical definitions of properties and APIs to call services, or pass security, quality and other information.
For example:

 WS-Security: describes how to attach signature and encryption headers to SOAP messages. In 
addition, it describes how to attach security tokens, including binary security tokens such as X.509 
certificates and Kerberos tickets, to messages.

 WS-Policy: will describe the capabilities and constraints of the security (and other business) policies 
on intermediaries and endpoints (e.g. required security tokens, supported encryption algorithms, 
privacy rules).

 WS-Trust: will describe a framework for trust models that enables Web services to securely 
interoperate.

 WS-Privacy: will describe a model for how Web services and requesters state privacy preferences 
and organizational privacy practice statements. 

 WS-Federation: will describe how to manage and broker the trust relationships in a heterogeneous 
federated environment including support for federated identities. 

 WSLA: Web Service Level Agreement describes an unambiguous and clear specification of Service 
Level Agreements that can be monitored by the service provider, customer and even by a third-party.

 WSRF - The WS-Resource Framework defines conventions for managing the state of Web services 
so that applications discover, inspect, and interact with stateful resources in standard and 
interoperable ways. 

 WS-Agreement – a Web Services protocol for establishing agreement between two parties, such as 
between a service provider and consumer, using an extensible XML language for specifying the 
nature of the agreement, and agreement templates to facilitate discovery of compatible agreement 
parties.

XACML - eXtensible Access Control Markup Language is a declarative access control policy language 
implemented in XML and a processing model, describing how to interpret the policies.

XML - Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a general-purpose markup language. The specification is 
published by W3C as a recommendation.
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The Challenge

European companies operate in a global marketplace. Large enterprises need to ensure 
intra-enterprise collaboration, while small companies need to collaborate with each other in 
order to provide sufficient value in each business proposition to compete successfully. For 
enterprises to collaborate, their IT systems need to interoperate, but they also need to 
manage the risks that arise from collaboration. Enterprises rely upon a combination of trust 
and assurances to ensure that their collaborating partners produce what is expected from 
them, on time, within budget, and to the expected quality whilst maintaining the required 
confidentiality. 

A key approach to enabling intra- and inter-enterprise IT systems to interoperate is that of 
the service oriented architecture (SOA) which facilitates the exposure of independent, 
loosely coupled and highly interoperable services. SOA emphasises software modularity, 
extensibility and interoperability, thus promises to improve the speed of bringing new 
business processes and data analysis to market by increasing the reuse of existing assets 
and opening the interfaces between data and application silos.

A key technology to implement service oriented architectures is that of Web Services which 
build on the commonplace commodity solutions of the World Wide Web, thereby 
transferring established staff skills and reducing investment costs compared to a 
completely novel technological solution. For Web Services to interoperate they must 
conform to common standards both for the specification of interfaces, but also for their 
actual implementation. For Web Services to be adopted as the technology to support inter-
enterprise collaborations, they must provide the combination of trust and assurances 
required by collaborating partners.

The TrustCoM vision is that a manager with a business objective can use the TrustCoM 
environment to identify possible partners for a collaboration, select the most appropriate for 
each role in a consortium, define the collaborative business process for them to achieve 
the collaborative business objective, create contracts to enforce time, cost, quality, and 
security constraints on this process, which will be enforced by the TrustCoM environment 
while it supports the business collaboration throughout its lifecycle.

The challenge for TrustCoM was to demonstrate that an implementation of a general 
framework could allow such managers to collaborate in such business processes where 
they can manage the lifecycle of the collaboration using the high level business concepts 
with which they are familiar, while the TrustCoM framework would map them down to the 
low level technical implementation required to operate the system.
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Addressing the Challenge: the TrustCoM position

The TrustCoM project has drawn on the expertise of lawyers, social scientists, business 
analysts and software experts to develop a framework to manage collaborative inter-
enterprise business processes through contracts which state the usual details of objective, 
liability, confidentiality, costs, timescales and quality in natural language, but also in a 
machine readable form which can control a software environment to enforce these policies 
and monitor performance, thereby providing the assurances needed to manage the risks 
inherent in collaborative relationships. The TrustCoM environment transparently manages 
the collaborative business process freeing business managers to manage the business.

The TrustCoM Framework addresses the entire lifecycle of a business collaboration from 
the first preparatory registration of potential partners in an Enterprise Network (EN) registry 
to the initial statement of the objective and business process to achieve it by the initiator of 
a virtual organisation; through the formation of a consortium or value chain through the 
selection of partners and assignment to roles in that consortium; through the operation of 
the consortium as it enacts the business process and evolves in response to external 
changes in the business environment and changes within the consortium, to the final 
dissolution of the consortium once the business objective is achieved.

The VO lifecycle stages

The Framework includes an architecture which combines the recently standardised 
technologies for Web Services security with research technologies for SLA monitoring and 
event-condition-action policies which can be triggered by events resulting from breaches in 
agreed levels for delivery schedule, partner reputation scores, security access policies or 
service quality levels. The use of secure Web Services in the SOA allows organisations 
around the world to collaborate securely while providing the transparency within the VO for 
managers to assess the performance of the collaboration as the collaborative business 
process executes and to take the actions required to respond to changes in the business 
environment. 

Formation

Preparation

Operation Dissolution

Evolution
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The overall TrustCoM architecture can be viewed as an abstract layered block diagram as 
below, or as a deployment diagram of subsystems by the service provider and the 
infrastructure (supporting systems and VO management services) as shown on the next 
page.

The TrustCoM subsystems.

The view above characterises the main subsystems, but captures neither the deployment, 
nor the dynamic operation of the architecture. The view of the interaction of the 
components of the TrustCoM architecture in each lifecycle stage shown on the previous 
page in contrast does capture the changes in component interaction over time. However, 
beyond conveying the complexity of the architecture it does not identify the project results 
easily. The view on the next page captures the components which are the project results, 
and how they are deployed between the application host, and the VO infrastructure.

TrustCoM addresses resources as Web Services with Grid extensions, thus any business 
entity wanting to provide services to a TrustCoM VO will require either a Web Server to 
host the gateway structure and some connection between this server and the actual 
resources (independently of whether they are hosted on the same machine or connected 
by intra-/internet), or at least that the actual resources are exposed as web services – note 
that this does not imply that the actual resource is a web service in itself, but rather that it is 
accessible via a web service interface. People may participate as resources in a VO if an 
appropriate ‘user agent’ front end is provided.

Application Services are the main contributors to a VO’s business goal(s) and as such 
require the most complete configuration and setup, thus realising the requirements 
identified by TrustCoM. An Application Service as provided to a Virtual Organisation 
consists in principle of any number of resources, services and (human) workers that are 
aggregated and directed by a business process to expose a specific functionality (the 
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“role”). The individual infrastructures, distribution of tasks, as well as the business process 
details are principally completely up to the service provider, as long as they comply with the 
overall VO requirements. The aggregated functionality is exposed as a single (web) service 
with no information about how the exposed methods map to internal processes. 

Sevice Provider (any)

VO Management Service(s)

Supporting Services

BP
Repository

Service 
Description 
Repository

SLA Template 
Repository

Reputation 
Management 
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Trusted Third Parties

LEGEND

Service Service with 
Gateway

Subsystem 
specifc 

Components

A deployment of the TrustCoM Subsystems.

The Gateway structure acts as the (virtual) endpoint of the Service Provider, i.e. its 
resources and/or products. Its main functionalities consist in enacting messaging related 
functionalities on the interactions between Service Providers in the VO. It typically 
incorporates the following components:

 the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) intercepts messages and enacts upon them a 
message handler chain that may alter and/or block the message.

 the Policy Decision Point (PDP) verifies whether the message meets specific 
policies or should be blocked – this acts mostly as an access rights verification.
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 the Security Token Service (STS) issues or validates security tokens, enabling the 
PEP to authenticate to other PEPs. To sign and encrypt messages, as well as 
validate and decrypt them upon receipt. 

 the Service Instance Registry (SIR) redirects messages according to the handle 
provided in the message header

 the Notification Proxy sends and receives notifications 

The VO Management related service(s) take a particular role in the overall organisation 
and enactment of Virtual Organisations by managing and maintaining the participants, 
supervising the main processes and steering the lifecycle phases. Its main goal is to 
represent the customer’s interest with the additional enhancement and capabilities to 
realise them. As such, the VO Management service differs from other participants in the 
Virtual Organisation, since it needs to ensure that all members can interact with each other 
and observe the overall and specific requirements, including policies, access rights and 
QoS definitions. Notably, this does not imply that the VO Management service itself needs 
to be capable of “understanding” all the related information, e.g. evaluation of SLA status 
information or interpret policy requests, but that the respective mechanisms are catered for 
in the VO and that the consequences are enforced accordingly.
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Who can benefit from TrustCoM ?

TrustCoM presents a framework and a reference implementation as results of the project, 
while the industrial partners have plans to produce commercial products from these in the 
near future. 

The framework includes conceptual models of the lifecycle of business collaborations as 
virtual organisations of various forms, and maps the language of business managers to 
that of technical developers. Both groups should benefit for an understanding of the 
concepts and design choices involved in using Web Services to support collaborative 
business processes. 

The framework is supported by a series of reports which describe in detail the legal and 
economic issues behind the framework. These start and end by addressing the business 
and legal risks inherent in collaborative business processes while they cover in details 
issues of international law, confidentiality and IPR as well as the enforcement of service 
levels and supplementary legal issues, in order to show how these risks can be managed. 
This work should be of benefit to lawyers, managers and those in the IT development 
community who consider the legal aspects of business collaboration support.

The major result of the project is the reference implementation of the framework which will 
be of benefit to developers considering using Web Services to support business 
collaboration, either within or between enterprises where issues of security, quality of 
service and collaborative workflow arise.

The final contribution of the project is in the operation and evaluation of business pilots built 
around the reference implementation. The use and evaluation of the technology in real 
business environments has allowed an evaluation of the business benefits of the approach 
not only in technical terms, but also in terms of usability by all stakeholders, the costs and 
benefits of the approach, and the broader business consequences of adopting IT mediated 
collaborative business processing. 

The TrustCoM approach to trust, security and contract management of collaborative 
business relationships is potentially of benefit to SMEs who need to form collaborative 
value chains, to large organisations which need to break down internal silos, to the 
developers who need to provide the technology to these markets, and to the legal and 
management experts who will advise on such developments. 
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Highlights and Achievements
The TrustCoM Framework defines:

• Concepts defined for trust, business and contract models 

• First framework that integrates

– Business processes - collaborative

– Contracts, supplier qualification/reputation, SLA, Trust&Security

– Infrastructure for monitoring, management and enforcement

• Advance in grid world – virtualisation of services instead of resources

• Architecture which caters for dynamic change from one phase in VO lifecycle to 
another

• Enables collaborative e-business

– Provides the balance between trust enhancing visibility and 
exposure/confidentiality of corporate information

• Being proven to add business value in very different scenarios

The profiles in the TrustCoM framework:

• A profile identifies how different specifications should be used together to support 
complex applications and can be incorporated into the standards process

• Profiles have been defined for 

– WSLA , WS-Trust & SAML ,WSCDL, XACML

Reference Implementation

• All framework components are implemented

• Several major manufacturers have developed components which interoperate 

• Provides a basis for future business software services & architecture 
development 

Economic/cost modeling:

 of trust in value-chains (VO driven)

• Economic models for Reputation in VO lifecycle and VO management

• Contract models for Tier-1 and Tier-2 integration of VO members

• Modeling Business Contracts in VO supply chain

• VO Business Terms and Conditions

• Provide metrics/attributes, Scoring functions for VO reputation

• Modeling VO member performance and scoring through business metrics

• Metrics management and structure for Reputation

• Business Models for TrustCoM
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• CE and AS Demonstrator Scenarios

• Legal Highlights:

– Analysed confidentiality issues

– Analysed VO contract terms and 

– Legal analysis of technical exchanges between systems

– Legal Risk Analysis

– Legal issues relating to VO: Jurisdiction, access rights management, 
confidentiality

– Legal issues integrated into policies in the GVOA

– Policies from GVOA integrated into scenario demonstrations

– Legal issues incorporated into technical work throughout the VO lifecycle
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The results
The TrustCoM Framework for trust, security and 
contract management in virtual organisations.

1) To provide a conceptual models to bring together 
the ideas involved in trust, security and contracts 
with those of risk management and the 
technologies to implement Web Services to 
support virtual organisations.

2) To provide an architecture of the technologies to 
securely manage the business relationships in 
virtual organisations.

3) To provide profiles which show how the available 
and draft standards for Web Service security 
technologies work together – only some parts 
are used, and some parts are inconsistent with 
other standards, the profile defines the parts 
which work together.

Legal Guidance

Four reports provide the legal aspects of the TrustCoM 
Framework, including  the legal contracts for virtual 
organisations with details of the technological 
representation and enforcement of clauses relating to 
security & confidentiality, service levels and 
performance, and the objective and function of the roles 
of each VO member; IPR and confidentiality clauses for 
Virtual Organisations (VO) created as international 
collaborations; and the analysis of legal risks relating to
access rights management. 

Business Guidance

Four reports address the business and social aspects 
of the TrustCoM Framework, including game theoretic 
models, economic models, business models with terms 
and conditions in contracts between virtual organisation 
members, and supplier qualification procedures for 
selecting VO members; the economic and social issues 
for VO collaboration, interaction and sharing between 
businesses in order to provide better profitability, 
transaction efficiency, and reduced costs. 

Model 1B: 
•One to Many model
•Direct Interconnections
•Trusted virtual organization managing sharing
•Managed by Enterprise established contracts
•SLAs honored by Enterprise and Suppliers 

Model 2B: 
•Trusted independent Third-party (TTP)
•Sharing managed by Third-party with suppliers
•Management of contracts by Third-party
•SLAs honored by Third-party
•Revenue qualities of services, subscription and transactions

E Suppliers &
Partners form
a single VO

E
Trusted
Third
PartyEnterprise

E
Trusted
Third
PartyEnterprise

Enterprise Suppliers &
Partners
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Secure Token Service (STS)

The security token service (STS) is a web service which 
issues and validates security tokens. Web service 
clients and services use security tokens to protect web 
service invocations, i.e., a token can be used to digitally 
sign and/or encrypt SOAP messages. The STS’ 
communications protocol is WS-Trust, i.e., token 
issuance and validation is done through WS-Trust 
compliant message exchanges. A SOAP message can 
be protected with a security token using the security 
mechanisms defined by the set of WS-Security 
specifications and profiles, which define how digital 
signatures and encryption are applied to SOAP 
messages. 

Policy Decision Point (PDP)

The role of the Policy Decision Point Service (PDP) is 
to assist services in their access control. A service can 
use an associated PDP Service for determining 
whether a particular access to the service should be 
allowed or not. The PDP will have access to the 
relevant access control policies of the VO and return its 
decision based on the policy contents. The PDP 
Service does not enforce the decision. Enforcement is 
left to a function called Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) 
in the service calling the PDP.

Policy Enforcement Point (PEP)

The PEP is an adaptable policy enforcement 
component that does SOAP level processing on behalf 
of an application service. The management component 
deals with virtualization of resources and the 
management of the corresponding policies. The 
interceptor component is responsible for handling the 
message on the network. The enforcement component 
processes the SOAP message based on the policy it 
retrieves for this virtualized resource and any other 
information that can be derived from the state of the 
virtualized resource or the context of the message 
exchange. 
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Reputation Service

The reputation service is a web service, which can be 
invoked remotely for maintaining the reputation of 
service providers (or indeed of any entity). Each service 
provider in a VO must be added into the reputation 
service with an initial reputation score before its 
reputation can be updated. The reputation score of an 
entity may change when one entity of the reputation 
service (the trustor) provides a reputation score for 
another (the trustee) but the trustor can not be the 
same entity as the trustee (i.e. you cannot alter your 
own reputation). 
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•DeliveryFailure% over Total Transactions
•PaymentDelays% over 30,60,90 days
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•WarrantyViolations% over transactions

Metrics Monitored for Reputation
Weighted
Scoring

Secure Audit Web Service (SAWS)

The secure audit web service (SAWS) provides a 
secure audit trail service for multiple clients. Client log 
messages are sent to SAWS so that administrators can 
at a later point in time know who did what, by using 
either the Viewing Tool (VT) that is part of the package, 
or their own analysis software. SAWS will store any 
information that is sent to it by clients. Since it treats all 
client messages as opaque binary strings. The secure 
audit trail generated by SAWS can be stored on any 
untrusted machine and it is impossible to be modified or 
destroyed without detection, and its integrity can be 
validated by any client by checking the digital signature 
on the audit file. Optionally, the audit file can be 
encrypted, making it impossible for unauthorized parties 
to read its contents.

General VO Agreement Manager                                 

The GVOA manager consists of XSLT scripts to create 
the GVOA from its component parts in eContracts V1, 
and a database with a Web Service interface to store 
and retrieve parts of the GVOA. In the TrustCoM 
reference implementation it is called through the VO 
Management Toolkit, although it can be called directly. 
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Notification Subsystem

The Notification subsystem consists of two 
components: the Notification Proxy (local to the nodes 
on which the notification producing and consuming 
services reside) and the Notification Broker. Their task 
is to allow notification passing in the VO Infrastructure 
with a minimal implementation effort for the service 
providers – this involves topic handling, notification 
forwarding, subscription management, etc. In general, 
the Notification Proxy takes over notification 
management at the service provider nodes, while the 
Broker is responsible for managing multiple topic 
sources and subscriptions to them. The Broker may 
also act as an intermediary for notification forwarding, if 
subscribers are unknown to the notification source.

Policy Server

The TrustCom Policy Server combines a general-
purpose object management system with a Domain 
Service, Obligation Policy Interpreter and a Command 
Interpreter. The Domain Service provides an 
hierarchical structure for managing objects such as 
policies and event types. The Obligation Policy 
Interpreter handles Event, Condition, Action rules 
(ECA). The Command Interpreter accepts sets of 
commands in the form of XML documents via a number 
of communications interfaces; these documents may 
perform invocations on a ManagedObject registered in 
the Domain Service. 

SLA Monitoring Infrastructure (HLRS)

The SLAM consists of four components. Firstly, the 
SLA Manager is used to setup the SLA monitoring 
infrastructure. Secondly, the SLA Repository  provides 
a local SLA repository to store the negotiated SLAs. 
This repository is queried during the setup by the 
SLAManager with the corresponding SLA-ID. Thirdly 
the SLA monitoring Daemon sends out the notifications 
with the current system status. Fourthly, the ganglia 
service is a webservice-wrapper for the standard 
ganglia service. Furthermore this component provides 
an internal SLA parser allowing to extract the 
parameters of interest from the corresponding SLA.
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Service Instance Registry (SIR)

The Service Instance Registry (SIR) is in principal a 
kind of storage system based on a relational database. 
It allows the handling of logical names (e.g. could be an 
identifier or anything else) together with their 
corresponding physical addresses (endpoint 
references) just as well their belonging to an existing 
federation (VO).  

The SIR provides a Web Service interface which allows 
the users to deal with the data store. The store can be 
directly accessed by calling different Web Service 
actions which among other things allow the 
manipulation of the stored data.

UML2CDL

UML2CDL transforms collaborative business process 
descriptions drafted as UML diagrams into WS-CDL 
descriptions. UML diagrams are commonly used to 
define processes and are accessible to managers. The 
WS-CDL descriptions can then be transformed into 
BPEL using CDL2BPEL so that each party 
collaborating business process can have their own 
executable distributed to them for local execution.

SLA Manager (SICS)

The SLA Management subsystem provides a set of 
services that allow autonomous observation of 
individual service providers’ performance and 
comparing these to a set of previously agreed upon 
quality of service parameters. The part of the SLA 
Management subsystem developed by SICS provides 
the functionalities to compare the observed information 
with the terms agreed upon during negotiation of the 
SLA. Upon SLA violations, the SLA subsystem 
generates notifications that can be picked up by the 
Policy Subsystem in order to apply the proper 
adaptation policies.
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VO Management Toolkit

The toolkit provides the user interface to create and 
manage VOs, the control to distribute policies to other 
subsystems. The business process management 
subsystem is included in the toolkit, which in turn 
includes the CDL2BPEL tool to transform CDL 
descriptions into executable BPEL. 

Gateway

The BT gateway is the set of components that ensures 
the virtualization, exposure, and protection of 
capabilities within a given virtual organization. The BT 
gateway is a set of two levels of services:

- core services which achieve the basic functionality 
of the gateway such as keeping track of capabilities, 
virtual resources, creating internal identities, 
managing infrastructure profiles; and

- peripheral infrastructure services which achieve the 
overall security. These peripheral services can 
change, be easily swapped for other ones. They 
include security token services, policy enforcement 
points, event-condition-action services, policy 
decision points. Their list is not definitive and 
typically a gateway administrator could choose to 
register a new one and make use of it.

PP-Trust-X trust negotiation tool

An XML-based framework for trust negotiations in a 
peer-to-peer environment. Trust negotiation is an
approach for establishing trust in open systems like the 
Internet, where sensitive interactions may often occur 
between entities at first contact, with no prior 
knowledge of each other. The framework takes into 
account all aspects related to negotiations, from the 
specification of the profiles and policies of the involved 
parties to the selection of the best strategy to succeed 
in the negotiation. Trust-X presents a number of 
innovative features, such as the support for protection
of sensitive policies, the use of trust tickets to speed up 
the negotiation, and the support of different strategies 
to carry on a negotiation.
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CORAS Legal Risk Management Tool

The CORAS risk management tool has been extended 
to include management of legal risks in the generation 
of contracts between collaborating organsations. The 
tool operates stand alone from the rest of the TrustCoM 
tools, and can be used to generate the TrustCoM 
GVOA or other contracts.
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The demonstrators
Overview

In order to demonstrate the use of the conceptual and technological results, two 
demonstrators were produced and evaluated to show the benefits of the TrustCoM 
approach:

 collaborative engineering (CE);

 on-line learning or ‘eLearning’.

The two scenarios are based on particular, and different, models of collaboration. For CE, 
the critical aspects are of security and performance reliability. In the second case, the 
eLearning scenario focuses on performance and the ability to manage more dynamic 
collaborations that meet individual end-user requirements. The individual requirements for 
the two scenarios were analysed across the VO lifecycle and consolidated into a general 
table or requirements. This also identified the critical functional areas that were relevant to 
the two scenarios. It was found that the two scenarios have many common requirements, 
other than some special requirements for reputation scoring and message security that 
were required for the eLearning scenario.

These major requirements were then compared against the functional requirements of the 
individual TrustCoM Reference Implementation (RI) components and services. It was found 
that the majority of functional requirements were met except for two cases where they are 
only partially satisfied. The TrustCoM RI supports both scenarios in helping the Initiator of a 
VO to discover new partners, helps them to configure the relevant systems and then binds 
them together into a General VO Agreement that consolidates the technical and business 
requirements for collaboration. The TrustCoM RI also provides tools that can help a VO 
initiator to manage the collaboration in an automated way: partner performance can be 
monitored using the TrustCoM SLA and reputation sub-systems and performance data can 
be compared against the agreement. If agreements are broken, then the RI provides tools 
and facilities for containing, to a limited extent, their effects that can be used for individual 
application needs. In all, we find that for both scenarios, the RI addresses the most critical 
basic requirements for building online collaborations or Virtual Organisations using web 
services.

Of the requirements partially met, the first of these concerns protecting the ‘internal VO 
message traffic’ within the VO- eg, event notifications and messages exchanged between 
the supporting sub-systems within the VO. While application services and their messages 
are protected and have been demonstrated in both scenarios, similar security requirements 
for low-level business traffic have not been directly addressed to date. We expect, 
however, that this gap can be closed very quickly by extending the TrustCoM security 
system and enforcement infrastructure to protect these components.

The other requirement concerned the negotiation of agreements. In the current edition of 
TrustCoM the negotiation of the GVOA, for example, is quite limited and is restricted to a 
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‘one-shot offer’. However, it should be emphasised that this is not a critical requirement 
and does not adversely affect the formation of the VO.

This requirement should, rather, be regarded as a desirable requirement that if met can 
improve the performance of the formation phase of the VO.

The evaluation also presents a walk-through of the VO Toolkit and the other supporting 
applications that the VO Initiator and the VO members can use to set up a VO. We found 
that the toolkit simplifies the management of the VO and allows a VO to be set up relatively 
quickly. The initiator can take a set of pre-existing policies- eg, collaborative business 
process, access control policies, service level agreement templates, event-condition-action 
rules etc, to specify his VO and the documents that regulate it. The VO Toolkit can then, 
through collaboration with other TrustCoM components, enable the initiator to discover 
potential partners and then set up and operate a VO.

Collaborative Engineering Demonstrator (BAE SYSTEMS)

Business Scenario

The term ‘Collaborative Engineering’ in this particular case refers to the use of computing 
resources and applications contributed by different organisations for the analysis or 
optimisation of a product design. These engineering application services can be integrated 
by engineers into in-house applications for internal use- say the optimisation of an aircraft 
design- or even within products that can be sold on to other customers.

Focussing on the case of design optimisation, these services include:

1. services for design optimisation- a ‘controlling’ service that invokes other services-
simulation services or mesh generation services
2. simulation services- for generating performance predictions of designs
3. mesh generation services- for producing an alternative representation of a product 
design that is suitable for simulation
4. Geometry preparation services- for preparing a design for mesh generation
5. post-processing services- for extracting data from the simulation results for processing 
by the optimisation service.

These services are contributed by different organisations, ranging from engineering 
software houses, in-house corporate research groups through to academic research 
departments

The scenario described here contains many generic elements that reflect the typical 
application of engineering services. It reflects the general case that businesses cannot
provide the overall capability described above and need to collaborate with other service 
providers to gain revenue.
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The interactions in the collaborative engineering scenario.

An engineering company wishes to deploy an advanced design optimization capability and 
share it with their internal staff and business partners. This capability cannot be hosted in 
its own organisation due to the administrative costs and capital investment that would be 
required. Therefore, he decides to outsource these capabilities to external companies and 
access them as web services. This web service can be integrated into client applications 
such as eg, Microsoft™ EXCEL or, alternatively, an advanced scientific engineering
application package that allows him to activate the service on his behalf. We do not 
consider in detail the integration issues that arise from either approach, but assume that 
they are controllable and preferable to actually bringing in these capabilities into his own 
organisation. In this particular case, a portal will be used for accessing this optimisation 
service.

The above picture on the left hand side summarises this optimisation VO (“Opt VO”) that 
offers an overall design optimisation capability to its employees and partners. The notion of 
the VO is of an abstract set of services that are not provided by any particular provider- the 
VO at this stage is an abstract specification of the set of services that he requires and the 
interactions that are defined between them (as shown in the figure on the right hand side). 
He is aware that there are many service providers who can meet two of these capabilities-
in this case, of the simulation and storage provision services.

In its final state, the CE VO comprises a number of different service providers from a 
potentially wide community of providers. They offer the following basic technical 
capabilities:

1. A Client Service partner- which processes the engineer’s input data and co-ordinates the 
overall business process- the ‘customer-facing end of the collaboration’ represented as a 
web portal.
2. An optimisation Service partner- which provides the main optimisation control algorithm 
capability
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3. A Storage partner- which ensures that the engineering input data is accessible and 
which provides storage for the output data.
4. A HPC partner, who provides the simulation services that the optimisation service 
partner requires.

The accompanying diagram to the right shows a very simple representation of the main 
interactions between these services. SOAP messages are exchanged between the 
partners during the course of the simulation and internal activities within each partner’s 
domain are initiated. These activities will include the use of internal resources such as file 
storage systems, databases and compute-servers.

Although these resources have the required capability, they are obviously limited in 
capacity and so agreements are in place that guarantees the level of service to be provided 
to the consumer. In this particular case, the HPC service is judged to be the most critical 
component and the agreement is that the provider must reserve a certain amount of CPU 
for the client. If this agreement is broken, then corrective action is taken. Depending on the 
precise business circumstances, this could range from applying extra monitoring, enforcing 
a penalty or seeking an alternative provider of this commodity service.

Aggregated Services Demonstrator (Atos Origin)

In the context of this document, ‘Aggregated Services’ and ‘eLearning’ are synonymous 
terms. The business aim for this business scenario for e-Learning is to provide a platform 
based on TrustCoM framework, where all the suppliers are members of an online business 
network (or ‘enterprise network’), that can work together to achieve the main goal of the 
learner, that is to achieve certain competencies.

The portal provider’s business reputation critically depends on the performance of the 
learning providers. His future success depends on an effective management of these 
‘suppliers’ so that his customers are satisfied with their learning experiences and would be 
inclined to recommend it to others.

Application Scenario

A short-term relationship among enterprises, is indeed the purpose of this eLearning 
system, be able to work rapidly, and secure, in a wide open environment.

The use of TrustCoM provides interoperability among providers and formats of lessons 
aggregating the courses in order to enhance and secure the transactions among the user 
and the providers. The business model is precisely to provide to the user the capability of 
searching among the best qualified and suitable providers among dozens of them. The 
user will pay for the service, using the Framework.
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Description of eLearning Test Bed

Two tasks have been pursued through the full life of the project in the eLearning test bed. 
The first is to assess whether suppliers can make profit from using TrustCoM and achieve 
a ‘business presence’ in an eMarket of service providers.

The second task of the eLearning test bed is to check the functionality of the TrustCoM 
components against a scenario that involves short term virtual organisations being 
established among learning services providers.

The eLearning test bed is based on an e-Learning scenario that makes use of enhanced 
features of MetaCampus. In principle we assume the following situation: a student wants to 
make use of the internet for learning courses according to his/her individual needs. The 
solution should take into account not only the learning goal, but also the current knowledge 
of the user with respect to the topic. He/she is expecting a course with individual learning 
support and is aware of his restricted learning time – accordingly he/she wants fast on-
demand performance, high availability and high quality training courses.

The MetaCampus eLearning Demonstrator.

In order to receive such a learning course, he/she contacts a “VO Learning Portal Service” 
that provides a capability that can arrange a set of learning providers chosen from a 
“Learning Enterprise Network” to provide the bespoke lessons. The VO Learning Portal 
Service acts as a user front-end to the VO capabilities and as such takes over the 
responsibility for setting up a collaboration of learning resource providers tailored to the 
student’s respective needs.
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The student will provide information about his learning goals so that the VO Learning Portal 
can query the Training Consultant service to identify the necessary requirements from both 
the student’s side, as well as from the learning providers’ side. The user’s requirements 
concern issues related to his background knowledge regarding the lessons, i.e. where the 
lesson should start and what scope it should have. This information implicitly defines the 
learning course details and as such the “workflow” guiding the learning providers. With this 
list, discovery is initiated to identify learning providers that provide the respective lessons, 
but also meet the requirements regarding SLA (incl. time restrictions, quality and budget) 
and potentially also reputation of the services. SLA details and actual availability may be 
negotiated before setting up the Virtual Organisation, depending on the specific 
requirement details. From the SLAs, the requirements list, and the available templates, a 
general VO Agreement (GVOA) is derived that legally binds the selected Learning 
Resource Providers and the Portal Provider to the specific conditions & terms of the e-
learning course provision.

Since response-time of the individual learning providers to user requests is critical to 
optimally support the learning process of the student, the individual SLA’s foresee strict 
rules on response-time, so that potential delays can be compensated by replacing the 
respective provider. Such quick replacement is possible assuming a uniform underlying 
Learning Enterprise Network in which multiple resources of the same type are available.
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Availability of results
The TrustCoM results are summarised below in terms of their availability:

Project Result Responsible 
Contractor

Available as Implementation 
license

Documentation 
license

TrustCoM 
Framework V4.0

STFC Report n/a Copyright

Legal Guidance NRCCL Reports n/a Copyright

Business 
Guidance

IBM Reports n/a Copyright

Secure Token 
Service

Microsoft Windows XP, 
Windows Server 
2003 or Windows 
Vista;  Microsoft 
Visual Studio 2005; 
Microsoft Web 
Services 
Enhancements 
(WSE) version 3.0

Shared Source 
License for non-
Commercial Use

Shared Source 
License for non-
Commercial Use

Policy Decision 
Point

SICS Java JDK 1.5; Ant; 
Axis 1.2/1.4; Tomcat 
5/5.5.

Modified BSD 
license

Modified BSD 
license

Policy 
Enforcement 
Point

SICS Java JDK 1.5; Ant;; 
Tomcat 5/5.5; 
TrustCoM Gateway, 
STS & PDP.

Modified BSD 
license

Modified BSD 
license

Reputation 
Service

University of 
Kent

JRE1.4; Tomcat 4.x; 
WS Axis; MySQL

Modified BSD 
license

Modified BSD 
license

Secure Audit 
Web Service 
(SAWS)

University of 
Kent

JRE1.4; Tomcat 4.x; Modified BSD 
license

Modified BSD 
license

General VO 
Agreement 
Manager

STFC Java 1.5; MySQL License for non-
Commercial Use

License for non-
Commercial Use

Notification 
Subsystem

HLRS .Net 2.0; WSE 3.0; 
WSRF.NET 2.0 
including Xindice DB 
or MSSQL DB);  IIS 

BSD license BSD license

Policy Server Imperial College Linux, MS-Windows 
or Mac OS X; Java 
1.5; Apache Tomcat 
& Axis; TrustCoM 
Notification 
Subsystem.

BSD license BSD license

SLA Manager 
(HLRS)

HLRS .Net 2.0; WSE 3.0; 
SQL Server 2005; IIS 
5++; Ganglia, 

BSD license BSD license
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TrustCoM notification 
subsystem; 
TrustCoM SIR

Service Instance 
Registry (SIR)

HLRS Java JRE 1.5; 
Apache Ant 1.5 or 
higher; Apache 
Tomcat Server 5.5 or 
higher; Apache Axis 
1.4 or higher; MySQL 
Database Server 5 

BSD license BSD license

UML2CDL ETH Zurich Apache Maven 2 or 
Ant LR 2.7.6 & JUnit 
4.0

GNU GPL license
V2

GNU GPL license
V2

SLA Manager 
(SICS)

SICS Java 1.5 SDK; Any 
1.6.5; Tomcat 5.5; 
Xindice; GTK 4.0; 
TrustCoM Notification 
Subsystem;TrustCoM 
Application service 
monitors.

Modified BSD 
license

Modified BSD 
license

VO Management 
Toolkit

SAP n/a at this time1 Copyright

Gateway BT n/a at this time1 Copyright

CE demonstrator BAE Systems Reports n/a2 Copyright

e-Learning 
demonstrator

Atos Origin Reports n/a Copyright

PP-Trust-X University of 
Milan

Copyright

CORAS Legal 
Risk 
Management 
Tool

SINTEF Java 1.4.2 GNU lesser GPL GNU lesser GPL

The CORAS Legal Risk Management tool V2.1 is available for download from the CORAS 
project website at:

http://coras.sourceforge.net/downloads.html

The TrustCoM Policy Server is available with the other TrustCoM source code, and 
continued developments are available as the PONDER policy tool for distributed systems 
management at:

http://ponder2.net/

The main TrustCoM repository for the source code of the results is in the download area at:
                                           
1 At the time of writing SAP and BT are resolving license issues prior to release of their software, which is 
planned for release with the rest of the TrustCoM results from the TrustCoM website.
2 The implementations of the two demonstrators are not planned to be released for general use since they 
depend upon real application components which are commercially important to the companies which have 
developed them.
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http://www.eu-trustcom.com/

The first three results cover the conceptual, architectural, social, legal and business results 
which are available as reports and as publications from the project. The main deliverable 
reports are available from the reports download area at the TrustCoM project web site.

The main reports to consider are:

D63 TrustCoM Framework for Trust, Security and Contract Management V4

The final version of the TrustCoM Framework for trust, security and contract management 
of service oriented architectures, web services and grid technologies to manage the 
formation, operation and dissolution of virtual organisations and supply chain business 
relationships.

D64 Final TrustCoM Reference implementation and associated tools and user 
manual

A report describing the reference implementation of the TrustCoM Framework. This is 
essential to understand the implementation, installation and use of the results available as 
source code.

D76 Final Report on Enforcing Contracts

D60 Legal Confidentiality Clauses for VO

D17 Legal risk management for virtual organisations.

D15 Report on Legal Issues

These four reports provide the legal aspects of the TrustCoM Framework, including  the 
legal contracts for virtual organisations including details of the technological representation 
and enforcement of clauses relating to security & confidentiality, service levels and 
performance, and the objective and function of the roles of each VO member; IPR and 
confidentiality clauses for Virtual Organisations (VO) created as international 
collaborations; and the analysis of legal risks relating to access rights management. These 
reports should be read together since they do not repeat each other’s content.

D59 Final Report on Socio-Economic Issues for VO

D14 Report on Economic, Business and Social Issues

DA Business Models for Virtual Organisation Management and Interoperability

D7 Market Study for VO Trust and Security Framework

These four reports address the business and social aspects of the TrustCoM Framework, 
including business models with terms and conditions in contracts between virtual 
organisation members, and supplier qualification procedures for selecting VO members; 
the economic and social issues for VO collaboration, interaction and sharing between 
businesses in order to provide better profitability, transaction efficiency, and reduced costs. 
These reports do not repeat the content of each other and should be read together.

The state of the art reports covering trust, security and contract management have also 
proved popular, with several hundred downloads each, although they do describe the state 
of the subject as it was in 2004.

Several tutorials are also available from the TrustCoM website in the communications area.
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Potential Impact of results

During the project over 150 conference papers and journal articles have been published 
which are archived In the literature or available on line to provide the academic and 
research communities with the conceptual basis and design details of the framework and 
implementations. These are listed in full in D72, the final dissemination report which is 
available on the TrustCoM website in the deliverables download area.

Standards and collaboration are a way to promote and achieve interoperability between 
technologies across different vendors. While businesses need to balance between agreed 
functionality, competitive advantage, and need for interoperability, interoperability is a key 
requirement in today’s multi-vendor market. Standardisation is an important part of 
successful exploitation. TrustCoM therefore has built upon existing well established and 
accepted standards and published specifications, where appropriate. TrustCoM 
furthermore has contributed to the evolution of, and fed research results into, standards, 
where and in which way appropriate. Profiles have been published within the TrustCoM 
framework showing how several existing standards do work together and TrustCoM has 
contributed to the development of several standards including WS-CDL, XACML-based 
coordination policies, the use of WS-Context in WS-Coordination, token validation WS-
Trust + SAML+X509+VO-claims in token validation response, access control WS-
Addressing + XACML + (SAML/XACML profile), WS-Agreement and WSLA, a profile for 
WS-Trust and SAML assertions for scoped federations, SAML profile for XACML, which 
would be more suitable for delegated use,  the specification (VO-ID) for a UUID surrounded 
by an XML structure that describes the creation date, objective and host of the VO, WSDL 
specification of the BP Repository, WSDL specification for the SLA Repository, etc… This 
acronym rich list includes a range of detailed technical contributions which have been 
passed into technical committees and working groups at standardization bodies including 
OASIS, OGF and W3C where they will have a considerable impact on the growing global 
technologies for secure business collaboration long after the project has finished. More 
details of the standardization activities that have taken place in the project are available in 
D71, the final standardization report which is available on the TrustCoM website in the 
deliverables download area.

Several of the tools released as open source existed before the project and have alredy 
established user communities: Ponder has been updated to Ponder2, Trust-X has been 
updated to PP-Trust-X, a new version of the CORAS risk management tool has been 
released to include legal risk management with an updated modelling language. Other 
tools act independently and although newly released within the project have already 
attracted user communities: UML2CDL, SAWS and the reputation service. These have all 
been produced in research groups who will continue to develop them in future work, and 
where the user communities have been very positive about the new functionalities.

The PDP and PEP have already been released as commercial products by a spin off 
company of SICS called Axiomatics3, while the STS has been released by Microsoft in a 
recent software distribution. 

                                           
3 http://www.axiomatics.com/
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Development of the Gateway is continuing at BT who intend to include much of this 
infrastructure into their 21st Century Network which is planned to become a major service 
they will provide in the future. Similarly, much of the technology in the VO management 
toolkit developed by SAP is planned for re-implementation and inclusion in future products 
of theirs to support collaborative inter-enterprise business processing.

The dissemination of research concepts and design decisions, the contributions to 
technical standards, the support of open source tools by user communities, the commercial 
exploitation of individual tools and major functionality, together show a significant impact of 
the project. 

Perhaps the major impact of the project will arise from IBM, Microsoft and SAP all 
implementing web services’ security in the same way to ensure that their products 
interoperate with each other. If the co-operative developed during the project between the 
development teams in these large vendors can be maintained, then this interoperability of 
products will allow users of their products to select products in a competitive marketplace 
without being tied to a single supplier whilst maintaining the interoperability they need to 
undertake their businesses. If this happens, then the effort taken to overcome one of the 
project’s major problems, that of integrating people from different cultures, may turn out to 
provide the greatest impact in the end.
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Lessons learned during the project
The lessons learned during the project about the IST programme, the project management, 
the interaction of partners, as well as technical issues are described in detail in D74, the 
final lessons learned report which is available on the TrustCoM website in the 
deliverables download area. TrustCoM was one of the first, and smallest, Integrated 
Projects funded under the EU FP6 IST programme, so many of the issues raised arise 
from operating in a developing programme with administrative overheads appropriate for 
larger consortia.

 The major lessons concern the communication required to overcome preconceptions of all 
actors involved, including large companies, technical researchers, lawyers, social 
scientists, business analysts and reviewers. People in each of these groups are habituated 
to their own cultures, values, objectives, working methods and ways of co-operating. These 
different communities differ in most of these aspects, and the integration of these different 
cultures in a single project involved considerable organisational and communication 
overhead. The project team believes that in the end it was worth while and the 
interdisciplinary integrated results presented are the evidence behind those judgements.

The single most evident activity where these different cultures met was in the integration of 
concepts into software, and different software components into the reference 
implementation and demonstrators. The project management were well aware of this risk 
when the proposal was drafted, and took actions throughout the project to mitigate it, and 
to provide contingency plans when integrations could not be met on time. The integration 
roadmap below shows how sub-system integration was driven the scenarios between 
months 18 and 36. This focussing of integration onto concrete scenarios was found to be 
successful, but only when under the control of an experienced commercial software 
development manager. 
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